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Parkour Simulator: choose freedom, choose motion, choose thrill. Express yourself in body language. Perform amazing stunts,
train and develop your abilities.

Forget about goals or limits, only action matters!

This will be a great opportunity to master parkour art and show your own parkour freestyle!

Choose between the coolest parkour masters, and lead them to the top of the parkour excellence.

Explore several city districts. Visit the Training Base for practicing. Run through the Building and use each obstacle to perform
your freestyle. All city is your personal parkour location. Find rivals in various parts of the city, compete with them and check

your skills.

Learn and do breathtaking tricks. Run, jump, slide, in short, be in constant motion.

Control your body skillfully and balance in extreme conditions.
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Remember that moving is living! Don’t stay steel, get an endless thrill from street parkour.

Perform cool tricks wherever you want. Use each obstacle on your way.

Be careful, doing hardest tricks. After all, you don’t have 9 lives.

Reach the top of parkour skill. Start as an amateur, finish like a true professional!

Parkour Simulator - experience, breathtaking emotions and freedom of movement!
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Publisher:
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This game is great! hours of fun is there. Ok, so I have only played through the first few free runs and a few of the head to
heads......so far.
The camera is a bit on the wonky side, sometimes it will turn when you want it to, sometimes it wont. Is it the worst game that
you could spend $7 on, no, absolutely not, there is definitely some enjoy ability to it. There's some hit detection to be fixed, I
hope, but theirs hope for this yet. With not many other games for you to play like this out there right now, you don't have many
other choices. I made a video for my YT channel of what I have played so far, so if you are interested in the game, watch the
video first to see the game for its glory AND flaws!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/4uQvsk2GIKU. absolutely garbage, my little brother bought it and now it is plaguing my library.. awesome
game ..... if your playing on a nokia 3310 !. I cannot recommend this game in any way, you should only buy this if it's on sale for
like 0.99, maybe not even then.

The controls are terrible, you would think you are playing a mobile game, basicly just press spacebar and do a trick, thats all
there is to it. The graphics don't help either.

I'm an idiot, turns out this is actually just a mobile game and worst part is that it is free on android.

So in short, if you want to pay for a free mobile game that controls and looks terrible, doesn't give you the freedom to move like
you want and is glitchy af then go for this. I am currently waiting for my refund.. I really enjoyed the game. It is like an old Free
Running. Playing modes are cool, especially challenge with a rival. It was hard, but finally i passed it) Waiting for new
characters, modes and locations!. Terrible game, plays like a 0.99 mobile port.
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